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Good book to learn about the traditions of Islam. VERY eye opening for any Muslim. And a good

study tool for anyone else who wants to learn about what Islam teaches and practices. As the

Gospel accounts in the Christian's Bible tells of Jesus healing, feeding, forgiving and helping

people, so this Hadith tells the history of Mohamed's life and the things he did to people and the

judgments he made.

I can't be more happy! Thank you!

I bought it to give as a gift and it was the best purchase I have made. The quality of the books and

the content both exceeded my expectations. I'm really glad I purchased it and would strongly

recommend it

This is the SAHIH Al BUKHARI do not listen to anyone else, they are trying to misguide you from

the true path. This is the AUTHENTIC HADITH & in GREAT Quality.

I ordered this set for a customer and while it took awhile to get here, he is very happy with it!



I should blame my own stupidity. I bought these from the same publishers as my Summarized

Bukhari; Darussalam. This nine volume set serves about the same purpose as my Summarized

Bukhari; a doorstop. Only heavier. And more expensive.I've got both Bukhari and Muslim on CD.

Usually, when the verses are cited it goes something like this: "Volume 9, Book 93, Number

644".When I look in the books from Dar-Us-Salam there is no "Number 644". Volume 9 is numbered

from 6861 to 7563.And the citations on the web are sometimes equally nonsensical.Like the

Summarized Bukhari the nine volumes has no index. To me this is the kiss of death for a

"reference" book as far as I'm concerned. Andrew Bostom and his mentor Bat Ye'or are brilliant

historians but their index consists of "Names of People" and "Names of Places". And has me kicking

over the furniture when I'm looking for that information that falls somewhere in between.I've

contacted the publishers about not only the index problem but the fact that the Summarized Bukhari

has an article, submitted almost as an Introduction, on "JIhad". Which completely wipes away this

Jihad as an "inner struggle" nonsense. I've asked not only the publisher but hundreds of Muslims

online about this and have yet to get an answer.Now, I don't mind being wrong. If you can submit an

index to these two "resources" or some kind of "key" that will jive with the Bukhari I've downloaded

or what's cited online I'll happily retract my negative comment. Unfortunately this is standard stuff

when it comes to all things Islam. It's a real bummer because I'm one of those who honestly tries to

look at both sides of an issue. Which is why I bought that Summarized Bukhari and Taha's Second

Message of Islam in the first place. To get answers to my questions. Which Muslims never seem to

have answers for. The closest I've had to having someone respond to my complaints about "Islam"

is a guy from the Ahmadiyah community who posted a link to one of their scholars. Which really

didn't answer my complaints as the Ahmadiya are apostates as far as most Muslims are concerned.

But that's another issue.

Al-Bukhari's nine volume set is an indispensable aid for anyone engaging in an in-depth study of

Islam and the traditions that influence it to this day. As Quranic Arabic is extremely difficult for me to

read, this useful edition edited by Dr. Muhammad Muhsin Khan has the Arabic and English together

on a single page. This set is well made and easy to read. The translation itself uses standard

English and the Arabic script used in the production makes it easy to distinguish the letters and

nunation. As a reference guide this collection would make a very nice addition to any library. It

would also make a great gift for any serious Muslim, one who has returned recently from the haj, or

one just now beginning their journey toward a greater Islamic awareness.



forget that shiite who made that bad reviewyou know people like that have their head in the gutter

and they have to study the hadithbukhari narrated the most hadith and this is a treasure for us to

have.study the hadith read through it, the hadith even give explanations of surahs in the Quran,

partsof shariah, and stories of the prophet (may peace be upon him)ahadith can easily be taken out

of context or misunderstood. It is good to have a teacher who knows hadithand speaks arabic.I

have teachers i could talk to whenever i am confused about something. I have however read a deal

ofbukhari, Muslim, and other hadith collectionsthe more you read and study the more you

understand the sunnah and the ahadith, Imam bukhari went to different placesof the Muslim world to

those sahaba or those related to sahaba and subhannallah he even had a dream that theprophet

(may peace be upon him) came to him and APPROVED what he was doing!This is a way to

preserve sunnah, so we should take our time to study and understand the ahadithlike Allah says in

the Quran "whatever he (the prophet may peace be upon him) give you follow, whatever heforbids

you stay away from it" (sorry this is from the top of my head and might not be the exact quote,

butthis is what is said in the Quran)Allah said to listen to the prophet (may peace be upon him) in

the Quran and this applies to all times.Tafsir is also a great series of books, many ahadith narrated

by Bukhari and Muslim. Read it and you will alsosee the importance of ahadith
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